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APPARITION OF THE VIRGIN MARY, ROSE OF PEACE, IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF FIGUEIRA,
MINAS GERAIS, BRAZIL, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN DE JESÚS

In the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit. Amen.

Today I come here as the Lady of Kibeho. Feel the freshness of that continent, the love that is given
to Me by the most suffering hearts of Africa.

After almost a year of work in My beloved Africa, the Lady of Kibeho closes a cycle in order to
begin a new one, in the coming months, for today I ardently desire My children to know that I have
not left Africa. My Heart is Africa, the Heart of the Mother of the Seven Sorrows.

But today, My children, I want you to know that I am present there and that, just like in Kibeho, I
count the days and the months in the calm of this planetary moment in order to be able to go there,
just as I went to Rwanda.

My children of Angola are already consecrated to My Immaculate Heart, as are all those who pray
and all the pilgrims who have placed their faith in the Rosaries of Light.

Each bead placed by your hands over My image has, for your Heavenly Mother and, above all for
God, meant a great liberation on the inner planes of the African continent. And although I know that
many souls still suffer in that place and only those souls know what suffering and pain really are,
today the Seven Swords of the agony of humanity are being withdrawn from the Lady of the Seven
Sorrows, the Lady of the Word, so that She may receive in Her Heart the spheres of light, turned
into shining and luminous roses in the prayerful hearts of Africa.

I want you to know, My children, that My Plan for going to Africa is still in place. And in some way
I will get there and we will celebrate that important meeting, that important meeting in which South
America and Africa will unite, with one heart and one consciousness, to be able to sublimate the sin
of humankind and the suffering that still exist in that place.

The entryway that I have chosen for returning is Angola, because it is there where I need you to be,
not only serving and praying as you have done in these recent times, but so that more
consciousnesses of the world may understand what is happening there and what sub-human life
means.

I bring, My children, the possibility and the opportunity that, through the merits achieved by My
Son, Africa may again be consecrated to My Immaculate Heart, and that which they did not hear
from the Lady of the Word in Rwanda, which was a maternal warning in this final cycle, may be
heard in the words of the Mother of God, so that the results of the change and redemption may be
accomplished.

So that all this may be possible, My children, I come to ask the world to focus its prayer on that
purpose and its loving collaboration, so that the Sacred Hearts may touch African soil once again.
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Today, at My right and My left, My children, are the innocent souls of the genocide of Rwanda.
And I want, I desire and I ask that, at this moment, in the name of all of humanity, because of what
that meant and represented for God, that you silently offer a penitence for the reparation of Our
Lady of Kibeho.

I listen to you inwardly.

While you make this offering to Me, My children, I can continue to penetrate the darkest places of
the world, where suffering continues to occur and hearts cannot free themselves.

At this moment and at this hour, in which your Heavenly Mother comes from Heaven as the Lady
of the Word, Our Lady of Kibeho, as the Mother of all Africa, is when I open My Immaculate Heart
even further to the whole world and all souls, to receive the offering of reparation and forgiveness.

Because even though you did not have a direct responsibility for the events, humanity is one, and
will always be one in the Eyes of God. This will make you grow in consciousness and in maturity so
that the assaults and indifference are not repeated.

Africa learned this lesson in life, but Africa is still waiting for the coming of the Messengers of
God, one last time, as a preparation for the Return of Christ.

Today I am not only here with you, but also at this moment I am in Africa pouring out the Love of
God and the Grace of reconciliation and healing upon those peoples.

My silence works even more deeply in souls in need. Do not forget that I Am also the Mother of the
Silence, and in light of the events of the world in these crucial times for humanity, I return here so
that My children may not feel alone or defenseless, so that you may know that I am here in the same
way that I was with My Son at the foot of the Cross, up to the last second of His life, up to the last
second in which He expired, the last and great surrender for the whole human race up to today's
times.

This is a great mystery, the mystery of the Love of the Son of God. With this Love, He sends Me to
the world to announce His petition and the ardent desire of the Mother of God to return to Africa,
once again, just as I went to Kibeho to bring awareness and discernment to My children, to once
again save as many souls as possible, the majority of which were not possible to save.

And that is one of my principal sorrows for Africa because it is not the peoples that agitate each
other or confront one another; it is those who are above those peoples, who provoke evil in the
world and despair in many hearts.

But even though that happens, My children, the faith of the most innocent, humble and simple will
never be lost, because that faith will not only be a strength for My children of Africa, but will also
be the bridge down that I will use to come from Heaven to meet with each of your souls.

The task done through this Work in Angola was a first step, but will not be the last. Many more
steps must be taken and many more will be called to take up alleviating the suffering, the healing of
the immorality, the hope of those who suffer in My beloved continent of Africa, because only love
can heal the pain.
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Today I celebrate everything that happened in Angola through this Work, because the true inner
results are placed at the feet of the Creator by the Lady of Kibeho. And that offering, that profound
offering, was accepted by your Celestial Father, the merits of the effort, the service, the healing, the
love, the renunciation, the fraternity, the generosity, the detachment and, mainly, the transmutation.

For this reason, I return here today so that the world may know and be aware of how, with so little,
much can be done in the world; because the real tools that you need, My children, are inner, and
when properly used, Divine Providence miraculously comes forward. This is how the Sacred
Family experienced it, and today you experience it with Me.

Thus, you must be thankful each day that you wake up, each day that you rest on a clean and
comfortable bed, each time the water from the springs of the Earth wash your bodies, each time that
before you there is food to nurture your cells; and mainly, My children, you must be thankful for the
Love of the Divine Messengers, in this place and in all the hearts that have been graced, blessed and
filled by Our Apparitions.

I wish the same to happen in Africa and to begin in Angola. There is much to be done in that place,
many doors to open in other parts of Africa that cry out for My Presence and for the Presence of My
Son. That will be possible through you, My children, knowing that in this time you are called to live
service for humanity, for the planet, for the relief of suffering.

What I ask of you is so simple, that I will tell you again.

In the same way that Africa waits for My coming someday, Asia also waits for My coming, as does
Oceania. The pilgrimage is still pending, it still waits to be realized upon the ending of this
pandemic. I pray every day for that ending: for the healing of those who suffer the pandemic and for
it to come to an end.

At this moment and in this hour, My children, it will depend on your conscious response for some
change to finally occur in all of humanity, and for it not to return to the normal way of being of the
times of illusion, rather that you may enter, as in other times, the cycle of becoming aware and of
fraternity.

I thank you now for your penitence. It was also taken in by My Immaculate Heart, as well as that of
all the hearts that, at this moment, in various parts of the world, hear My call.

Today I want to carry My Peace to Africa. At this moment, distances do not exist, neither in time
nor space, because I am there with My dear children who truly suffer the world situation.

At this moment, Our Divine lady is showing a rosary made of roses, and She says to us:

These are the fruits, the prayer, the pleadings and the love of My children of Africa. This is the
Rosary that I will carry to God today so that He may receive it. I will place it in His Hands so that
Our Celestial Father, with great joy, will place it on His Body as a spiritual symbol of the healing of
the suffering, of the love above all evil.

This evening, My children, I also welcome the consecration of the families of the world to My
Immaculate Heart, through the response given to My requests. Today I am with each one of those
hearts that attended to My call.
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Lastly, I want to tell you that, just as the pilgrimage to Africa in the coming times is important, also
important to Me is the more daring of all pilgrimages, to Asia and Oceania, in which today I include
the Philippines. 

If you give me what is most simple and true, I too will give you the most simple and true that I
have, which is My Presence and My Heart.

Today, the Lady of Kibeho radiates Her Light and Her Grace upon Africa, consummating this
important task carried out in the last months in Angola and in all of Africa, not only on the material
plane, but also on the spiritual plane.

And so it is that we offer the Father the lessons and experiences lived during these recent times in
Angola.

We aspire and affirm, at this moment, My children, a continuation of that sacred task, so that,
through love, you may heal all pain.

In the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit. Amen.

Our Lady rises with the rosary in Her hands. And in that rising and assumption of Mary, we will
listen at this moment to what She requested, the song "Lady of Kibeho", as a final offering of our
hearts for our brothers and sisters in Africa.


